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This document describes technical prototyping work carried out based on the functional 
specification of a learner making an application to a Higher Education institution written by 
Alan Paull (see 
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/epreferencemodel/keydocuments/narrative.pdf) and 
accompanying demonstrator 
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/epreferencemodel/keydocuments/demonstrator/index.htm) 
 
Two sets of developers were commissioned to prototype the web services identified at the 
end of the functional specification (GetEntryProfile and GetePortfolioItems) 
 
1. Get Entry Profile 
The user searches for courses; once a choice has been made, a web service is contacted 
that fetches the relevant Entry Profile information. This is used as a template for the user 
to create a personal statement for application to that course.  
 
The project commissioned Phosphorix to carry out technical work to demonstrate the Get 
Entry Profile service. 
 
The demonstration site is located within the Phosphorix ‘Icebox’ framework at 
http://ep4ll.ionetwork.ac.uk/ep4ll/. 
 
The section of the site relating to this service allows the user to search for a course, and 
then download the entry profile. The ‘courses’ consist of dummy XML files marked up as 
XCRI located in a searchable repository on a server belonging to the Learning Matrix 
project at  http://lmxdev1.ionetwork.ac.uk/CourseAdmin/, although any web service 
providing exposure to course information could potentially be linked into the system. 
 
Once the entry profile is downloaded, the user is presented with the prompts in an 
editable format and free text boxes to enable them to structure their personal statement.  
 
2. Get e-Portfolio Items 
Using the second web service the user can pick items either from the local ePortfolio 
system or from another remote ePortfolio system (the data being exposed by a web 
service) to support their personal statement. 
 
Technical work for this service was carried out by the University of Nottingham and 
developers at the US company Nuventive who own the iWebFolio ePortfolio system. The 
starting point for this demonstration is a previously downloaded Course Entry Profile 
against which the user will start to structure a personal statement. The iWebFolio user has 
the option to import items from both an external ePortfolio and their iWebfolio. Peter Rees 
Jones developed a narrative to support development of the prototype, given in Appendix 
A. 
 
Importing from an external e-Portfolio 
The original intention for the prototype service was to use data from Passportfolio, an 
online PDP system in use in Nottingham schools and colleges. However, because of delays 
in the release of Passportfolio, the prototype web services provided by the University of 
Nottingham expose data from both ePARs (the University’s own online PDP system) and 
the University student records system. For this purpose these two web services represent 
the external e-Portfolio system in line with the get e-Portfolio Items service definition. 
 
The demonstration model 
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The host ePortfolio used for the demonstration was Nuventive’s iWebFolio. The Nuventive 
team set up a portfolio template called ‘Personal Statement’ with the following rubric; 
Demographics, Competencies, Personal Statement and IAG Meeting. 
 

 
 

Fig 1.1 view of a blank portfolio created from template in reviewer model 
 
The template portfolio is then able to be populated pulling data in from the web services in 
accordance with the thin e-portfolio model.  
This feature is integrated into the GUI as an extra ‘import’ button in the HTML editor (see 
fig 1.2) which when actioned, lists items exposed by the web service.  
 

 
Fig 1.2 inline import button in HTML editor 

 
When these items are selected, the data populates the HTML editor in a preformatted 
style.  This demonstrates a convenient and usable method for accessing the data from the 
web service. 
 

 
Fig 1.3 selecting and importing data from an external web service 

 
 
The Get ePortfolio Items Web Service 
The above service as defined in the Reference Model need only consist of one service and 
can be written in any language; however, for this model two services have been used, 
both written in PHP using Nusoap. 
Web service 1: 
This web service was originally developed by the University of Nottingham and Nuventive 
as part of a previous project and demonstrated at the EIfEL 2005 Plugfest.  It 
demonstrates pulling student details from the University of Nottingham student records 
system into iWebFolio. This takes the parameter of student ID to pass to the stored 
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procedures that return the data. Code in the web service builds UKLeaP XML around the 
data and returns the XML using SOAP to the client (iWebfolio) 
 
Web service 2:  
The web service contains a method called getPortfolioItems which expects the parameter 
‘studentID’. It then connects to the ePARs database to check that the student ID is valid. 
The web service method builds an xml string using various stored procedures located on 
the e-Portfolio database which is then returned to the client as marked up UKLeaP XML 
containing a variety of e-Portfolio data. 
 
The import button fires a client that calls the web services which exposes the items 
contained in the user’s e-Portfolio as XML marked up as UKLeaP. iWebFolio parses the XML 
and exposes the elements of the file enabling the student to choose which item(s) to 
import. 
 
e-Portfolio interoperability  
The Get ePortfolio Items demonstration successfully illustrates the use of a thin-client e-
portfolio model as proposed by the eP4LL project as well as providing a feasible 
integration of such features within an existing ePortfolio system. It also provides a real-
time interoperability example using live systems and data. 
 
Moving onwards 
Whilst the demonstration delivers the above, questions will inevitably be raised regarding 
use of such a model in a more general way and making the most of the UKLeaP (BS 8788) 
standards in the intended way. 
 
Consumption of the web services is carried out in a pre-defined environment where 
templates and styles are geared towards the incoming data.  
 
Certainly for the demographic data this works well – there may be one option whereby top 
level UKLeaP nodes are imported wholesale with their children, then the user chooses how 
to redistribute the data.  
Another option could be to import the data and display every item separately giving the 
user the option to select the data they require on a very granular level. 
 
User input vs system to system interoperability? 
However this does not allow full system-to-system interoperability due to the loss of 
granularity.  
 
Security 
Security is an area that obviously needs further consideration,l though for this particular 
project a robust security solution is out of scope. The student IDs for the demonstration 
were hard-coded into the web services and only specifically chosen data was used.  
 
In a real world application, the XML output would be returned under SSL and further 
layers of security at the application level would be implemented at the very least. Further 
to that, depending on the purpose of the web service interoperability, a trusted federation 
of educational institutions and e-portfolio providers may be desirable with services sitting 
behind a Shibboleth access point. 
 
For this live demonstration, some considerations were made to ensure basic security. In 
order for the web service to execute, certain security credentials were expected from the 
web service client (iWebFolio). For the purposes of this demonstration, the credentials are 
a userID and password that are checked against login credentials existing in a database 
within the e-Portfolio. This is to ensure that the client calling the web service is authorised 
to do so.  
 
Using UKLeaP to mark up the e-Portfolio items 
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The ePARs data was marked up using the draft UKLeaP standard for Learner Information 
(BS 8788).  
 
Mapping the e-Portfolio data proved an interesting exercise because of the range of 
elements in UKLeaP that could be ambiguously applied to the data. For instance, for this 
demonstration, the following data was exported from ePARs: 
 
Student data (personal details) 
Meeting with an IAG Adviser (activityX) 
 LOOP 
  Prompt for meeting - part of the agenda (assertionX) 
  Relationship of prompt to meeting(Rel: assertionX -> activityX) 
  Prompt response – from student (assertionY) 
  Relationship of prompt response to prompt (Rel: assertionY -> assertionX) 
 END LOOP 
 
 Adviser comment about meeting (assertionZ) 
 Relationship between advisor comment and meeting (Rel: assertionZ -> activityX) 
 
LOOP 
 Activity (including testimonial) 
END LOOP 
 
See complete XML file in Appendix A 
 
The ambiguity arises when deciding how to mark up certain information. Interpretation of 
the standards, and time required for the developer to familiarise themselves ought to be a 
consideration in a push towards simplicity and adoption of standards into business 
processes. 
 
If data from an ePortfolio is to be marked up, then there must be a framework for 
consistency of mark up. Where generic applications to parse ePortfolio xml would be 
advantageous, this will be made more difficult if the parsing process becomes more 
proprietary due to the arbitrary nature of the mark up process’ reliance on individual 
discretion on choosing standards and elements. For UKLeaP to become more widely used, 
a common understanding must be fostered through the community perhaps providing 
comprehensive examples of use and advice on best practice. 
 
In particular, work done by Simon Grant of JISC-CETIS on identifying individual elements 
of an e-Portfolio proved helpful in illustrating the intentions behind the UKLeaP elements. 
(http://zope.cetis.ac.uk/profiles/uklip/documentation/UKDLIPmapping.xls) 
(http://zope.cetis.ac.uk/profiles/uklip/documentation/UKDLIPvocabs.xls)  
 
As long as UKLeaP is used in a fairly consistent manner, then there is potentially an 
opportunity to develop generic applications to unpack UKLeaP XML. 
 
For example, such an application could firstly allow for creation of an XSL transform file to 
convert the UKLeaP to XML required by the institution’s internal system. This need only be 
produced once initially, and then could be called thereafter. Alternatively the generic 
program unpacks all elements, and a propriety application at the import end deals with 
the system integration. 
 
A consistent mark up would greatly be facilitated by simpler implementation of UKLeaP, 
and in particular would aid developers working on related projects. 
Standard descriptions of the element types (e.g. the ‘SelfPresentation’ type) would aid the 
client application to pull out similar bits of data and collate them appropriately. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Narrative to support Nuventive prototype development 
Narrative from the 
Learner’s perspective: 

The work 
Required 

Epars 
equivalents  

Tables 

1. I meet my LLN 
advisor who 
identifies the 
courses I could take 
locally and shows 
me how to access I-
web folio.  I 
download the Course 
Information for one 
foundation degree 
into a template. 

The starting 
point is a 
populated 
Personal 
Statement 
template: - no 
need to use 
the Get Entry 
Profile Service. 
 

Populated the 
following in Epars 
(using the sample 
personal 
statement) 
 
1. scheduled 

tutorial 
(adviser 
meeting) 

2. prompts 
3. student has 

filled prompts 
with 
‘assertions’ 

 

2. The template 
contains 7 prompts. 
The first 3 set out 
essential 
requirements. The 
next three set out 
desirable 
requirements.  The 
last asks me to say 
anything else I think 
they should know 
about me. I can 
write about how I 
match some of these 
requirements 
without looking 
anything up. 

Model 
template to be 
supplied by 
Nottingham 

See above  

3. Some requirements 
are trickier: Under 
the LLN partnership 
I can access but not 
update my old 
PassPortfolio.  I cut 
and paste text from 
discussions with 
school and college 
advisors into 
iWebfolio and adapt 
it. 

No need to 
demonstrate 
cut and paste!  
Text of 
Personal 
Statement 
with some 
items 
completed to 
be supplied by 
Nottingham 

n/a  

4. On my learning plan 
in college I had a 
real problem with 
some maths: I want 
to link to the 
PassPortfolio 
statement my 
advisor made about 
how I overcame it 

Get e-
Portfolio 
item service 
Modelling FE 
to HE 
transition p.55 
using e-PARS 
as a proxy for 
PassPortfolio.  

WS to retrieve: 
 
1. the personal 

statement 
(prompt 
responses) 

2. advisor 
comments (in 
tutorial) about 
overcoming a 
maths problem 

3. ukleap 

Prompts/responses from 
std_crs_tutorial_notes 
 
Adviser comments from 
std_crs_tutorial_bookings 
 
Output: 
-meeting info 
-prompt 
-response 
-adviser comments 
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relationship 
between 
advisor 
meeting and 
comments) 

Rel between prompt and 
meeting, reponses and 
prompt, meeting and 
comments 

5. I went to a Maths 
summer school at 
the local university 
(an LLN partner) 
who provided me 
with a testimonial 
for the progress I’d 
made which satisfies 
a desirable 
requirement 

As above 1. added activity 
of summer 
school 

2. added general 
comments 
(testimonial) 

3. ukleap 
relationship 
between 
activity and 
comments 

Get activity details from 
ukleap_get_student_ped_acti
vities 
 
Get comments from 
per_share_comments 
 
Create relationship between 
the two 

6. I give my advisor 
access rights email 
my LLN advisor who 
looks up my draft 
Personal Statement 
and adds comments 
to what I’ve written.  
My main difficulty is 
that my college and 
my employer 
sometimes seem to 
speak a different 
language and I’m in 
the middle! 

Demonstrate 
this function 
within 
iWebfolio 

  

7. My cousin works for 
Railtrack.  I give him 
access rights.  He 
suggests I include 
the photo of the 
track diagram I 
helped develop and 
his photo of it in 
place which is 
available in Flikr. 

Is this function 
supported in 
iWebfolio?  It’s 
a feature of at 
least one 
major UK 
Moodle e-
Portfolio and 
indicates the 
possibility of 
linking to 
social software 
more 
generally 

  

8. On my LLN advisors 
advice I give both 
my college and my 
employer access to 
the final version of 
the personal 
statement and email 
to ask them both to 
provide a short 
reference. 

Again using 
core iWebfolio 
functionality   

  

 
Adviser comment (overcoming a maths problem 4. ) 
Janet was not performing as well in her maths modules as she had expected to. She  recognised 
this as a problem particularly as she would like to study Engineering after College. To counter 
this, we agreed that Janet would see the maths tutor for extra work once a week, concentrating 
on the difficult areas. After a month, Janet's performance improved and she was much clearer 
about the concepts involved. Janet also decided to attend a maths summer school at the local 
university and this has clearly helped her understanding of the subject. 
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Testimonial (Summer School 5.) 
Janet attended the University's Maths Summer School in August 2006. She attended every 
session and showed considerable interest and enthusiasm for the subject, taking full and active 
part in all discussions and activities. Her understanding of the concepts involved has clearly 
matured and developed and she was able to use this to help other students who were 
experiencing difficulties. 
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Appendix B:  UKLeaP XML sent by the getPortfolioItems web service 
method 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<learnerinformation> 
  <contentType> 
    <referential> 
      <sourcedid> 
        <source>http://puikc/kirstiephp/</source> 
        <id>6000619</id> 
      </sourcedid> 
    </referential> 
  </contentType> 
  <identification> 
    <formname> 
      <typename> 
        <tysource>UKLeap</tysource> 
        <tyvalue>preferred</tyvalue> 
      </typename> 
      <text>Janet Jones</text> 
    </formname> 
  </identification> 
  <activity> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Meeting</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>8773</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <status> 
      <typename> 
        <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
        <tyvalue>Complete</tyvalue> 
      </typename> 
    </status> 
    <description> 
      <short>Meeting with IAG Adviser</short> 
    </description> 
  </activity> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Prompt</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_23617</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <authorship>IAG Adviser</authorship> 
    <description> 
      <short>Prompts</short> 
      <long>It's important for the way students learn on our course that you enjoy being in a team. How do you 
know that this way of working will suit you?</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>meeting_rel_1</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
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        <indexid>meeting_8773</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>prompt_23617</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>SelfPresentation</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>response_23617</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <description> 
      <long>I enjoyed working as part of team at the bakery where I had a part-time job.  When I did my work 
experience in an infant school, I had to work closely with and alongside the teachers, pupils and parents, and 
this really improved my confidence and people skills.</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_rel_1</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>prompt_23617</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>response_23617</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Prompt</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_23618</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <authorship>IAG Adviser</authorship> 
    <description> 
      <short>Prompts</short> 
      <long>How far does the following skill set match your existing and/or your desired strengths and skills? 
Communication, gathering and using information, oral presentations and written reports, group dynamics, 
Teamwork, Problem solving, Critical judgement. </long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
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      <referential> 
        <indexid>meeting_rel_2</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>meeting_8773</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>prompt_23618</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>SelfPresentation</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>response_23618</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <description> 
      <long>I currently work at a Co-op supermarket as a general assistant.  The experience of working in a team 
under pressure to solve problems has helped to improve my communication skills in a real working 
environment.</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_rel_2</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>prompt_23618</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>response_23618</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Prompt</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_23619</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <authorship>IAG Adviser</authorship> 
    <description> 
      <short>Prompts</short> 
      <long>Details of your interests, hobbies, ambitions and career aspirations, with any other information that 
you think may assist in assessing your application.</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
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    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>meeting_rel_3</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>meeting_8773</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>prompt_23619</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>SelfPresentation</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>response_23619</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <description> 
      <long>While studying Physics, Maths and Art I have developed a great interest in a career in mechanical 
engineering, as the combination of drawing/design and mathematics appeals to me.  As a member of the scouts 
I have completed the silver Duke of Edinburgh award.  I enjoy travelling and spent three weeks in Peru this 
summer, including trekking the Inca Trail. </long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_rel_3</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>prompt_23619</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>response_23619</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Prompt</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_23620</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <authorship>IAG Adviser</authorship> 
    <description> 
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      <short>Prompts</short> 
      <long>Do you enjoy learning new techniques? Do you find it exciting to explore new ideas?  Do you enjoy 
looking at problems in a new way and developing your own solutions?</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>meeting_rel_4</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>meeting_8773</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>prompt_23620</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>SelfPresentation</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>response_23620</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <description> 
      <long>I am greatly interested in engineering and architecture.   I am fascinated by the ways in which 
human beings can achieve large, complicated objects and structures.  Understanding how things work (i.e. 
Physics and Mechanics) captivates me.  I have looked into particle physics and the universe and am tantalised by 
it, always wanting to know more.  I have an enquiring adventurous mind and combine an energetic personality 
with practical ability.  I use all these qualities in pursuing a number of outdoor activities, from winter 
mountaineering in the Scottish highlands to kayaking in the Menai straits and extensive cycle tours.  I have built 
up a bike over the last year.</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>IsPartOf</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>prompt_rel_4</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>prompt_23620</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>response_23620</indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <assertion> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
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      <tyvalue>AdvisorComment</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>comment_20645     </indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <authorship>Adviser comment</authorship> 
    <rationale>overcoming a problem</rationale> 
    <description> 
      <long>Janet was not performing as well in her maths modules as she had expected to. She  recognised this 
as a problem particularly as she would like to study Engineering after College. To counter this, we agreed that 
Janet would see the maths tutor for extra work once a week, concentrating on the difficult areas. After a month, 
Janet's performance improved and she was much clearer about the concepts involved. Janet also decided to 
attend a maths summer school at the local university and this has clearly helped her understanding of the 
subject.</long> 
    </description> 
  </assertion> 
  <relationship> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeap</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>ReflectsOn</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contenttype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>comments_rel_1</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contenttype> 
    <tuple> 
      <tuplesource> 
        <indexid>meeting_8773</indexid> 
      </tuplesource> 
      <tuplerelation> 
        <text>responses</text> 
      </tuplerelation> 
      <tupledest> 
        <indexid>comment_20645     </indexid> 
      </tupledest> 
    </tuple> 
  </relationship> 
  <activity> 
    <typename> 
      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Study</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>Activity_153</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <date> 
      <typename> 
        <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
        <tyvalue>Start</tyvalue> 
      </typename> 
      <datetime>2006-02-01T00:00:00</datetime> 
    </date> 
    <date> 
      <typename> 
        <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
        <tyvalue>Finish</tyvalue> 
      </typename> 
      <datetime>2006-06-01T00:00:00</datetime> 
    </date> 
    <description> 
      <short>Maths revision</short> 
      <long>My maths tutor set me extra work to help me improve the maths I was having difficulties with. This 
has helped me enormously.</long> 
    </description> 
  </activity> 
  <activity> 
    <typename> 
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      <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
      <tyvalue>Study</tyvalue> 
    </typename> 
    <contentype> 
      <referential> 
        <indexid>Activity_154</indexid> 
      </referential> 
    </contentype> 
    <date> 
      <typename> 
        <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
        <tyvalue>Start</tyvalue> 
      </typename> 
      <datetime>2006-08-20T00:00:00</datetime> 
    </date> 
    <date> 
      <typename> 
        <tysource sourcetype="standard">UKLeaP</tysource> 
        <tyvalue>Finish</tyvalue> 
      </typename> 
      <datetime>2006-08-27T00:00:00</datetime> 
    </date> 
    <description> 
      <short>Maths Summer School</short> 
      <long>I went to the Maths Summer School at the University of Nottingham and received tuition on the 
maths I was having problems with.</long> 
    </description> 
    <testimonial> 
      <typename>Academic</typename> 
      <contenttype> 
        <referential> 
          <indexid>Testimonial_106</indexid> 
        </referential> 
      </contenttype> 
      <description> 
        <short>A testimonial</short> 
        <long>Janet attended the University's Maths Summer School in August 2006. She attended every session 
and showed considerable interest and enthusiasm for the subject, taking full and active part in all discussions 
and activities. Her understanding of the concepts involved has clearly matured and developed and she was able 
to use this to help other students who were experiencing difficulties.</long> 
      </description> 
    </testimonial> 
  </activity> 
</learnerinformation> 
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About

This document covers the scope of developing a small number of web services 
then an demonstration of using those web services using iosequence as a thin 
client model. 

About Nottingham eP4LL 

“About eP4LL: ePortfolio for Lifelong Learning

A key requirement for the initiatives being announced by the UK Government is the 
development of open standards to support lifelong learning. The DTI funded the development 
of UK LeaP as a general British Standard arising from the work of CETIS LIPSIG: a specific 
standard for ePortfolio could further reduce the cost and complexity of implementation. 
Schools and colleges have not had funds to match those available for sustained development 
of PDP in HEIs; there is a need to develop a closer understanding of the processes in schools 
and colleges by which learners are supported to prepare for transitions, to FE and to 
university, and the further processes around induction, retention and preparation for 
employment. A single market for education and employment is emerging in Europe, and this 
project will seek to develop partnerships with European colleagues as the basis for work 
towards a European standard including international pilots of the Diploma Supplement to 
which other ePortfolio objects could then be added.
Aims and Objectives

The overall aim of the project is to produce a reference model of an ePortfolio capable of 
providing and receiving services from other ePortfolios in other episodes of learning, and of 
facilitating admissions and transitions between study and employment at different levels. It will 
test the proposition that the pattern underlying ePortfolio services provided for transition at 
different stages of education and employment is essentially repeated, thus reducing the 
complexity and cost while increasing the practicability of implementation for Lifelong 
Learning.”

About Phosphorix

See APPENDIX...  

Executive Summary 

• Phosphorix propose to undertake a thin client based development project 
based on its open source ioNode solutions; ioPortal, ioMorph, and 
ioNetworkNode. 

• Services will be provided from different ioNetworkNodes while one ioPortal 
instance demonstrates the advantages of a thin client work flow model 
consuming services from the different nodes using the simple ioSequence 
based wizards or what are currently used to create pdp activities

• We propose to reuse as much proven and existing code as possible with a 
minimum amount of development, core technologies are JAVA, SOAP, REST, 
XML and XSL

• In line with the html demonstrator and discussed requirements of the EP4LL 
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the Phosphorix solution will provide;
• Overall Demonstrator / Prototype
• Prototype Personal Statement Activity Wizard [personal statement activity]
• Course entry profile Wizard 

• search for courses
• get entry profile
• match profile to personal statement
• edit personal statement 

• Personal Statement Web Service [on ioNetworkNode A]
• Course Entry Profile Web Service [on Learning Matrix or colportal]
• Documentation 

• Phosphorix ioMorph technology provides methods of transforming data for the 
purpose of interoperability, it may be used to provide the import of legacy data 
if available and possible. The same ioMorph technology has been used 
successfully to transform data from student record systems into UK and 
International standards for student and course information such as XCRI1, IMS 
LIP2 ,HR-XML3 and IMS Enterprise4. While this is not the scope of the project 
Phosphorix could create transforms for UK LEAP if so commissioned. 

• Phosphorix ioPortal has been used by a number of UK FE & HE [further and 
higher education] institutions and significantly will be used in government 
funded Lifelong Learning Networks, HE & FE projects during 2006, 2007 and 
2008. Embracing the software offers EP4LL a collaboration network with other 
CPD [Continued Professional Development] and PDP [Personal Development 
Planning] initiatives across the UK. Please see the appendix of Phosphorix 
relevant experience and the ioPortal community.  

1.0 Preliminary analysis of Nottingham eP4LL requirements 

In this section we have analysed the specific requirements of the Nottingham 
EP4LL web services and how Phosphorix ioPortal code may be either customised 
to meet a requirement or may be developed / extended to do so. 

Please see the foot notes and the appendix for further information. 

The stand out requirement of this project is a coordinated thin client course 
application process...

• Course entry profile Wizard developed using ioSequence xml
• search for courses [requires a web service and source of course 

information, the idea is to use an existing course information service to 
emulate a probable UCAS web service, we have considered the colportal 
and learning matrix hub as demonstrated at the EIfEL ePortfolio Oxford 
gathering ]

1 XCRI web site http://www.elframework.org/projects/xcri
2 IMS LIP www.imsproject.org/profiles/index.html
3 HR-XML web site http://www.hr-xml.org/
4 IMS Enterprise http://www.imsproject.org/enterprise/index.html
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• get entry profile
• requires probable <extension> of xcri.cap 

• <entryprofile>
<noddy>
   <student-profile/>
   <cognitive-skills/>
   <subject-skills/>
   <transferable-skills/>
   <previous-experience/>
   <it-skills/>
</noddy>
</entryprofile> 

• view mapping of entry profile to personal statement
• edit personal statement mapping

The other requirements support this coordinated thin client approach. 

• Overall Demonstrator / Prototype
• Prototype Personal Statement Wizard [personal statement activity]
• Personal Statement Web Service [on ioNetworkNode A]
• Course Entry Profile Web Service [on Learning Matrix or colportal]
• Documentation 

The coordination process sets the context for the overall solution and helps us 
visualise many of the potential use cases. 

1.1 Abstract of implementing the portfolio applications process 

Based on the html  demonstrator from Alan Paul  we have identified an overall 
process which ties ePortfolio tools to a course application. 

1.2 Notes from initial analysis

Phosphorix have analysed the Nottingham eP4LL HTML demonstrator and found:

• sequence
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• related processes
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• overall
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1.2  Initial Demonstrator for discussion

The initial demonstrator has been delivered in an ioPortal PDP activities portal. 

This can be viewed at http://lmxdev2.ionetwork.ac.uk/ioportal/

The demonstrator is only a temporary url so we have taken some screen shots for 
future reference.

The demonstrator shows how a thin client services can get course information and 
then how ioSequence can transform that information into a PDP Activity Wizard. 
The result of the wizard is a potential course application which can be reviewed by 
peers or mentors, copied. Access to the course entry requirements profile can be 
granted to non system users using a security token embedded in an access url. 
The student can then monitor who accesses the entry profile. 

1.3  Screen shots

1. Click on Get Course Entry Requirements

2. Search for course by name or by institution 
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3. Get entry requirement details

4. View entry requirement details
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5. Invoke course entry profile wizard: here the student may name the resulting 
course entry / application profile  

6. Fill out course entry profile [step by step]: here the student may jump from 
one step to another via the outline on the right-hand side. 
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7. Managing course entry profiles: here the demonstrator benefits from a number  
of utilities developed for cloning work, granting access to work and so on.

8. What next?? We have already started the web service proper for searching for  
courses... 
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Potential Hooks to web services

• get Learner Record

• get Personal Statement 

• get Supporting Evidence

• export as course application data to UCAS course entry end point

• export as HR-XML

• export as IMS-LIP

• export as UK LeaP

Improvements to Demonstrator

• make course entry matchmaker wizard an proper pluggable sequence so it can 
be edited as others are... currently this is part dynamic sequence xml and part 
hard coded jsp steps

• extend Fetch services

• other web services [rest or soap]

• as above hooks

• contextual helpful information and guidance

• i.e. Currently written by techies for a demo... lets gets some pdp pedagogic 
language in there

Some screen shots following second round of development:

New skin done
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The personal statement style sheet could be improved...
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OK we have tweaked a few terms to try and pull this together... 

The wizard now affirms the process and commences to take them through steps 
dynamically created from the XCRI course entry requirements retrieved from the 
XCRI course search service
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Note: fetch data dynamically  uses a service to hook into a source of personal 
information held on any ioNetworkNode portal server... so this could be hosted on 
any of the following... EELLS, LMX, PDP4LIFE, ICEBOX, PHOS-SHED, eP4LL 

• we could do further work to receive HR-XML, IMS-LIP, UK-LEAP etc as sources 
of Personal Statement data.

• Fetch data could be used to list data used in CVs, portfolios, web sites, or xml 
artifacts  generated  from other  sources  as  listed  above...  we  have  already 
developed [for example] an import hr-xml tool which automatically generates 
a xml cv which could be used in fetch with a little extra time. 

Note how basic  this  style sheet is...  we could perhaps add the logo from the 
providing portal... in this instance the University of Nottingham's logo would be a 
useful talking point.
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OK finally the student can do many useful things at this stage, grant access is 
particularly useful... in order to illustrate a concept of a next level messaging / 
web service we have implemented export as UK-LeaP [which is itself a standard in 
progress... so to this we had to use competencies as the place to iterate through 
the entry requirement | personal statement matches. 

Appendix

About Phosphorix

In partnership  with  our  clients,  we have developed many web based 'people' 
centric  systems.  Phosphorix  develop  solutions  for;  personal  development, 
professional  /  staff  development,  e-learning,  tracking,  content  management, 
document management, messaging, data transformation, web site management, 
extranet,  supplier  management,  intranet,  corporate  web,  news,  web  services, 
mobile phone services and e-portfolio systems.

Phosphorix started out by providing software development services for corporate 
MIS [management information systems] which had to be available to intranet or 
the world wide web users via 'the web browser'. 
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Phosphorix continue to develop custom solutions primarily for use via any web 
browser.  We specialise  in  implementing   internet  architecture,  providing  open 
standard web applications, from simple client  / server applications to complex 
service  oriented distributed network systems. Phosphorix  provide solutions  for 
the web sites, intranets, extranets and virtual private networks. 

Phosphorix are advocates of secure, open source and open standard technologies. 

Historically, our most notable customers have been Vodafone, Vivendi Universal, 
The University of Plymouth, John Moores University Liverpool, The University of 
Hertfordshire, Liverpool Hope University, Manchester Metropolitan University, The 
University of Bournemouth and the JISC.

We pride ourselves in adding a creative spark to the design and planning process 
and welcome new work at any stage of development. 

Phosphorix Interoperability Technologies

The Phosphorix proposal hinges on the core features and flexibility of our e-
learning, lifelong learning and PDP applications;  

• ioPortal5 6

• ioNode 7

• ioMorph 8 9

5 ioPortal - http://www.phosphorix.co.uk/around/ioPortal/
6 ioPortal forum - http://www.ionetwork.ac.uk/ioportalforum/
7 ioNode - http://www.phosphorix.co.uk/around/ioNode/
8 ioMorph - http://iomorph.ionetwork.ac.uk/website/
9 www.elframework.org/projects/toolkits06/iomorph/ 
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